













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RADIOISOTOPE THEW1IONIC POYfR SUPPLY
ELECTRICAL BOL EOL
NUMBER OF OPERATING CONVERTERS 69 59
NET OUTPUT (kWe) 5.93 5.0
OVERALL EFFICIENCY (%) 13.4 13.2
TOTAL THERMAL POWER (kWt) 44.2 37.77
VOLTAGE TO P.C. (VOLTS) 15.2 14.9
PHYSICAL
FLIGHT SYSTEMS MASS 148.5 KG
SAFETY SYSTEM MASS 575.3 KG
TOTAL MASS 723.8 KG
OVERALL LENGTH 3.11 METERS
SAFETY RADIATOR DIAMETER 0.556 METERS



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DIFFERENTIAL EXPANSION RADIATION SHIELDS







































































































































































































ALTERNATE ABORT CONFIGURATIONS CONSIDERED
- RTPS NOSE FORWARD ATTITUDE SELECTED
RANGE OF REENTRY TRAJECTORIES SUPPLIED BY NASA AMES CONSIDERED
- FLIGHT PATH ANGLES FROM -100 TO -900
- 900 LAUNCH AZIMUTH
- LOW EARTH ORBIT REENTRY
TRANSIENT AERODYNAMIC HEATING ANALYSIS FOR BRACKETING WORST CASE
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS
- PYROCARB 406 ABLATOR
- ZIRCONIA FELT INSULATION
- STAINLESS STEEL STRUCTURE































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































HEAT PIPE TEMPERATURE LIMITS
GGA TAC-2D THERMAL ANALYZER DIGITAL COMPUTER
CODE
DETAILED MODEL OF ALL SUBSYSTEMS
CONDUCTIVITY, LATENT HEATS, SPECIFIC HEATS,
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
VARIABLE BOUNDRY CONDITIONS

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































\\ \ Insulation Thermal ." .... / ".-:
50 \ Conductivity ,,'" ~
'0 ...,./































Tradeoff of Fire Shield mass and equilibrium








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I- w w ....
. A












































































































































































































































































































































































































































J ~ "- /Xl ..
15
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110 90 m/sec 300






70 f:l SUBSONIC 220p.., U)
~ ~300 ~e:l 60 200 ~0 60
~ H0
rx. DESIGN POINT 0§ 180 H50 I g;0 I
0
50 ~HE-l 40 00 160 HU) ~H~(:Q 30 f:l HYPERSONIC 140 ~
~ 40 E'~en :>
20 100 120
10 30 100
l.Orn l.5 2.0 '2.5 3·0 3·5
0 I 80
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
FLARE DIAMETER, liT
* 4 ft flare (Ref. 15)Extrapolated from test data of similar shape at




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DESIGN TERMINAL VELOCITY 45 M/SEC
(147 FPS)
DESIGN IMPACT DECELERATION 200 GIS
HONEYCOMB THICKNESS 0.73 M
KINETIC ENERGY ABSORBED 4.8(10)5 J
HONEYCOMB MASS 25.1 KG
AERODYNAMIC FLARE MASS 35.7 KG








































































































































































































475 kg mITIAL MASS
Variable Flare "Diameter













o 200 400 600 800 1000
Increase In Safety System Mass - kg
'- ....L L
50 75 100
Safety System Diameter - cm
125
Sea level terminal velocity changes with increases





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 200 600 800 1000
Increase in Safety System Mass - Kg
Radial dose rates from heat source after impact




































































































































































































Heat source case & insulation
Safety System
Auxiliary heat pipes
Fire shield
LiH shielding
Reentry heat shield
Structure
Assembly operations
Launch support equipment
Auxiliary prelaunch shielding
$ 750
TOTAL
20
300
30
50
60
40
200
100
30
8,172
